ONE WEEK :: ONE CLASS :: ALL OUTSIDE

STUDY NATURE WRITING & ITS RELATION TO SUSTAINABILITY IN AN URBAN CONTEXT

SUST 390 Writing Urban Nature

HIKING, CLASS DISCUSSION, QUIET REFLECTION, CREATIVE WRITING, & PHOTOGRAPHY

May 18-22, 2015
10:30am-5:00pm

EXPLORE THE CITY; EVERY DAY IS A FIELD TRIP

Get real . . . as in real dirty . . . in this not-your-garden-variety writing/lit class. Daily field excursions to parklands, urban farms, nature centers, the lakefront, the river, and more. Chicago is our classroom!

SUST 390 Writing Urban Nature / ENG 340 / PLS 371 -- X1 SESSION
Required pre-session: May 6th from 4:30-6:00pm, RU Chicago Campus (room TBA)

Contact your Roosevelt University advisor ASAP to register!

See Course Preview at http://blogs.roosevelt.edu/mbryson

For more information, drop RU Professor & Sustainability Studies Director Mike Bryson a line (mbryson@roosevelt.edu) or give him a friendly jingle at 312-281-3148.
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